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Pattern:

80 - 89 A good performer that jumps all fences reasonably well, an excellent
performer that commits one or two minor faults.

70-79'Ihe average, fair mover that makes no serious faults, but lacla the style
cadence and good balance ofthe scopier horses; the good performer that makes
a few minor faults.

Elimination
Total of3 disobediences, which can include: refusal, stop, run-out, extra circle.

Jumping obstacle before it is rest, Boltirrg from arena, offcourse, deliberately
addressing an obstacle, failure to trot small circle at completion for soundness.

with cadence, balance and styie.

performer and good mover thatjumps the entire course

50 - 59 A horse that commits one major fault; a hind knockdown, a refusal,

trot, cross canters or drops a leg.

30 - 49 A horse that commits two or more major faults, including front knock
downs and refusals, orjumps in a manner that otherwise endangers the horse

and./or rider.

10-29 A horse that avoids elmination but jumps in such an unsafe and

dangerous manner as to preclude a higher score.

60-69 Poor movers that make minor mistakes; fair or average movers that have

one or two poor fences but no major faults or disobedience.
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50 - 59 A horse that commits one major fault; a hind knockdown, a refusal,
trot, cross canters or dropr 
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30 -49 A horse that commitr W--o*lS{g.fruls, including front knock
downs and refusa1s, or jumps in a manner that otherwise endangers the horse
and/or rider.

Elimination
Total of3 disobediences, which can include: refusal, stop, run-out, extra circle.

Jumping obstacle before it is rest, Bolting from arena, offcourse, deliberately
addressing an obstacle, failure to trot smali circle at completion for soundness.

60-69塾⊆理製gs■at mat minor mistaks;Lir。
lavc二堅c mOК rs that have

one ortwo p。。r inces but no mttor auits or disobedience.

80 - 89 A good performer that jumps all fences reasonably well, an excellent

performer that commits one or wo minor faults.

10 - 29 A horse that avoids elimination butjumps in such an unsafe and

dangerous manner as to preclude a higher score.

SCORE
90-100 An αcelent pcrお rmcr and,Od mover thatiumps thc entire coursc

With cadence,bdance and sり le.

70 - 79 tff*rrg.,.frir *g.r that makes no serious faults, but lacks the style

cade.,ce a.,d$of'EiiinffiItl? scopier horsesl the good performer that m;kes
a few minor faults.
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Elimination
Total of3 disobediences, which can include: refusal, stop, run-out, extra circle.

Jumping obstacle before it is rest, Bolting from arena, offcourse, deliberately
addressing an obstacle, failure to trot small circle at completion for soundness.

80 - 89 A good performer that jumps all fences reasonably well, an excellent

performer that commits one or two minor faults.

70-T9lheaverage,fair mover that makes no serious faults,butlacks the style

cadence and good balance ofthe scopier horses; the good performer that makes

a few minor faults.

60 - 69 Poor movers that make minor mistakes; fair or average movers that have

one or fwo poor fences but no major faults or disobedience.

50 - 59 A horse that commits one major fault; a hind knockdown, a refusal,

trot, cross canters or drops a leg.

30 - 49 A horse that commits two or more major faults, including front knock
downs and refusals, or jumps in a manner that otherwise endangers the horse
and./or rider.

10-29 A horse that avoids elimination but jumps in such an unsafe and

dangerous manner as to preclude a higher score.

SCORE

90 - 100 An excelient performer and good mover that jumps the entire course

with cadence, balance and style.
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SCORE

90 - 100 An excellent performer and good mover that jumps the entire course

with cadence, balance and style.

80 - 89 A good performer that jumps all fences reasonably well, an excellent
performer that commits one or two minor faults.

70-79The average, fair mover that makes no serious faults, but lacks the style

cadence and good balance ofthe scopier horses; the good performer that makes

a few minor faults.

60 - 69 Poor movers that make minor mistakes; fair or average movers that have

one or two poor fences but no major faults or disobedience.

50 - 59 A horse that commits one major fault; a hind knockdown, a refusal,

uot, cross canters or drops a leg.

30 - 49 A horse that commits two or more major faults, including front knock
downs and refusals, orjumps in a manner that otherwise endangers the horse

and,/or rider.

l0-29 A horse that avoids elimination but jumps in such an unsafe and

dangerous manner as to preclude a higher score.

Elimination
Total of3 disobediences, which can include: refusal, stop, run-out, extra circle.

Jumping obstacle before it is rest, Bolting from arena, offcourse, deliberately

addressing an obstacie, failure to trot small circle at completion for soundness.
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